Central Florida Safe Routes Grant Mapper
Help & Instructions
Welcome to the Grant Mapper, a comprehensive one stop location to visualize and
create maps surrounding a project location.

The Grant Mapper tool has been designed to allow users to create a standard set
of maps that can be used for submission to different grant applications. The
available maps bring together a wide variety of data and have been designed to
capture an array of the maps that applicants may need as part of a grant
submittal.

Overview:
The Grant Mapper has been designed to allow users at any level to quickly make
professional and consistent maps surrounding a project area without needing a high
level of technical or GIS ability. The tool has several customizable features
designed to assist the user in telling a story about the project area.

Getting Started:
Getting started is easy, the Grant Mapper automatically opens to the first step of
the tool. This area allows for users enter information about there project and grant.
This information will appear on each of the exported maps and allows for a
customized touch to the professional quality Grant Mapper output.
Please Note: Due to technical limitations, Internet Explorer versions lack the
ability to Print. Please use other browsers, Firefox, Chrome, and Safari were all
successfully tested.

Project Location: The physical location of the project. This must be an address or
intersection to start. Users will have the ability to pan the first map to ensure that
the area desired is covered but an address or intersection is required to start the
tool.
Set the Scale: This will determine the scale of the map that you are viewing.
Please note that the ability to zoom has been locked at these three scales for
consistency purposes. You may change the scale at any time you desire even after
viewing the maps but note that changing the scale will affect the scale of all maps
in the tool.

Verify Location: This button starts the tool and performs the locate on the project
location. Upon clicking this button, the project location map (GM1) will
automatically open for you.

Overview Map – GM1:
There are several useful features on the overview map that users can take
advantage of. The overview map is the control map for all other maps in the Grant
Mapper, this means that the scale and area you see here will be the same on all
other maps in the tool.

GM1 shows the project location in the center of the map (small black dot). Each of
the tools in the map is furthered explained in the section below. The map template
of GM1 is repeated for each of the maps in the tool. GM1 has one exception
which is the “Streetview Map” in the lower left corner of GM1. Streetview is only
available on GM1.

Streetview Map:

The Streetview Map takes advantage of Google’s streetview service to allow user
an wider project area view and the use of streetview. To take advantage of
streetview select the gold “Streetview Person” icon in the upper left corner, drag
the icon onto the map to the area which you want to see in streetview. Note that
the project address is marked on the map for you.
This will turn on the streetview for that location. Users can pan around in the
streetview mode to better see specific location or to note features that should have
attention called to them.

Grant Mapper Map Templates:

The grant maps are initially shrunken to allow for users to quickly scroll
through and identify all maps that are desired.
The title displayed will be the same title that appears on the map.
The Map View button will expand and shrink the map area for each of
the maps. See the next section to learn more about the specific map
templates.
The Print Button will begin the export to PDF process. Please be patient
to allow the map to export. Upon completion if the PDF does not
automatically open, click the printout button.

Grant Mapper Maps:
The maps in the tool have been created to provide a consistent look and feel. Each
of the maps therefore have the same framework although some tools are disabled
depending on the map.
The map can be broken into six pieces

Navigation Tools:
Drawing Tools:
Basemap:
Map:
Text Area:
Legend:

Each area will be covered in the following sections

The zoom tool is not enabled in the Grant Mapper. The Grant Mapper
has been designed to keep a consistent look and feel on each of the maps
in the tool. To adjust zoom use the scale adjustment at the top of the
page. Three levels have been made available.
**Please Note that zoom can only be adjusted at top of page**
The pan tool is already enabled just click on the map and drag the mouse
pointer in the direction you want to move. Just remember that changes
here will appear on all maps.
**Please Note that this tool is only active on GM1**
The measure tool allows users to perform some simple measurements
using a point for latitude and longitude, a polyline for distance or a
polygon for area. Please note that these measurements only show on
GM1 and are not permanent. Users will need to use the drawing tools to
make any permanent marks on the map.
**Please Note that this tool is only active on GM1**
The identify is also automatically enabled for select features and can be
activated by clicking on features which have been enabled. Clicking on
features which have been enabled will cause an infowindow to appear on
the map containing information about the selected feature.

The draw point tool will add a point to the map. It should be noted that
all drawings added will appear on all maps. The point will be added a
small green diamond point. The color and size cannot be changed.
** Please Note that this tool is only active on GM1**
The draw line tool will add a single polyline to the map. It should be
noted that all drawings added will appear on all maps. A vertex will be
added for each click which allows users to draw complex lines. The color
and size cannot be changed.
**Please Note that this tool is only active on GM1**
The draw polygon tool adds a polygon to the map. It should be noted
that all drawings added will appear on all maps. The polygon is based on
the users click which allows users to create complex polygons. The color
and size cannot be changed.
**Please Note that this tool is only active on GM1**
The clear drawings button will remove all drawings from all maps. This
tool is enabled on every map and also affects the graphics on every map,
use with caution.

The base map sections allows the user to choose between three types of basemaps
that will be displayed on the map. The basemaps are unique to the particular map.
This allows users to select the basemap which works best for the data they are
representing. The basemaps are from ESRI’s basemap gallery.
The three types of basemaps available are:
Street: Loads a basemap of roadways and streets. This layer includes many
additional features to assist in identifying the surrounding area
Topography: Shows the topography of the given area, this can especially
useful in areas where elevation changes occur or specific features need to be
identified
Imagery: Provides aerial photography of the project area. The aerial
photography is being pulled from ESRI’s imagery and updates are based on
the recentness of their imagery.

Maps are unique for each of the grant mappers and contain information
relevant to the specific map. Use the legend to see what layers are
available. Please note that this tool is based on a regional approach and
some areas may not have data available. This doesn’t mean that the area
is not covered or void of the features.

Text Area: The text area on each
map contains specific notes for the
user to ensure the most optimal
experience is available.

Legend: The legend shows the
specific layers that are turned on
each specific map. Users may need
to scroll down to see all of the layers
that are in the map.

Export the Map:
The download PDF will export the specific map to PDF. Each print
button is specific for that particular Grant Mapper map.

